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Preface
Day 6 - Study Tour

Natasja Jovanovic
You are holding the final report
of the Study Tour 2015 of the
Vereniging voor Technische
Physica (VvTP). This is a
document full of stories that are
serious, funny and contain lots
of physics, bundled together to
create a book full of memories.
The Study Tour is a unique
chance for VvTP members to
have a look outside the borders,
to get a peek in different research
and work cultures. However,
this year we have crossed more
borders than ever before! We
did not visit one, not two, not
three, but four countries within
Europe!
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This summer, thirty enthusiastic
and motivated physics students
together with three professors
set out for a journey to discover
physics in Central Europe.
With our own bus as a base we
cruised through Switzerland,
Germany, Austria and the Czech
Republic. The trip lead us from
the efficiently run Zürich, along
the Bierhallen of Munich, on to
culturally vibrant Vienna and
ended in the beautiful Prague.
Each of the destinations had its
own charm, but most of all each
destination had a lot to offer for
an educative program.
Central Europe is a destination
where a lot of great physicists
have lived and worked. Many
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of them were the founders
of modern physics and these
strong foundations still have
their influence nowadays. It is
therefore not surprising that our
destination offered visits to a lot
of state-of-the-art companies,
universities and institutes.
The story of this Study Tour is
written by all the participants
and was put together with
great care by the committee.
It is impossible to capture all
the impressions we had during
the two weeks, but this report
is the closest we could get. We
wish you a great time reading
the memories, highlights and
lessons learned during this
unforgettable journey!
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INTRODUCTION
GROUP

Introduction of the whole
group that participated
in the VvTP Study Tour
2015: Roots of Physics
p. 5

COMMITTEE

Pictures and occupations
of participants that made
this trip possible: the
Study Tour committee.
p. 6

PARTICIPANTS

The essential part of the
report: an overview of
all participants of the
Study Tour. p. 7

PROFESSORS

Three professors of
the Faculty of Applied
Physics
accompanied
the Study Tour p. 10

THE GROUP

O

ur group consisted of
33 people in total. Thirty
students, including the seven
committee members that were
responsible for the organization,
and three professors. The
students were selected based
upon their CV, study progress
and a motivational letter. A
group of highly motivated
students was formed, ensuring

a vibrant atmosphere where
physics was constantly explored
and discussed. The study tour
was organised over the course
of eight months. Three TU Delft
professors with different areas of
expertise joined us on the study
tour, to increase the educational
level of the trip through useful
discussions and by their
knowledgeable questions on

visits, and of course for their
good company. Bernd Rieger,
from the Quantitative Imaging
group, accompanied us the first
week. Ronald Hanson, from the
Quantum Transport group, was
by our side for a few days in
Vienna. Lastly, Anton Akhmerov,
from the Theoretical Physics
group, joined us for the full two
weeks.
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PRELIMINARY PROGRAM
Here you can find an overview of the
activities done during the preliminary
program of the study tour. The
following activities were organized:

a group dinner, an inhouse day, a
presentation of the program followed
by a social drink and a a lecture about
data democracy.

BEFORE THE TOUR

T

o make this study tour
possible, to prepare the
participants and to improve the
group dynamics, all participants
took part in the preliminary study
programme. This programme
included several get-togethers
and a case study at Accenture.
All the events are portrayed in
this part.

G

roup dinner at
Het Konings Huys
		
Februari 18th
The participants of the study tour
heard only a few days before
that they were selected, so this
was the first possibility to get to
know each other! Enjoying a

nice dinner at restaurant
Het Koningshuys located at
the market square of Delft
turned out to be the perfect
opportunity for that. There was
a lot of introducing and chitchatting and afterwards, some
more beers were consumed
downstairs at a bar nearby.

Vereniging voor Technische Physica
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Preliminary days

A

ccenture Inhouse day
		
April 29th

All participants of the study tour
were welcome to join the Accenture case. We traveled to the
Zuidas, Amsterdam, where the
Accenture office is located. The
day started with a general presentation about all the career
possibilities of Accenture, one
of the largest consulting firms in
the world. Next, two consultants
presented the case study for a
virtual world leading beer producing company.
The case consisted of an analysis
of the possibilities of expanding
their marketshare. The students
were divided into five groups to
do a small piece of research.
Every team chose a fantastic
and original team name and set
out to beat the other teams. The
teams presented their findings
in a three-minute pitch to the
consultants of Accenture.

12

Afterwards there was some time
for drinks. Overall the day was
great and we felt very welcome
at Accenture.

I

nformation lunch and social
drinks
		May 20th

This Wednesday a cultural
lecture
was
planned.
A
lecturer from the university of
Leiden would give a presentation about the culture of
Germany, Austria, Switzerland
and Czech Republic.
Unfortunately, the speaker
cancelled a few hours before
the lecture. Instead of the
lecture, we watched some nice
videos about the cities we would
visit and the participants got an
update about the study tour
programme. . It was the first
time that the participants got a
full overview of the progamme
and it was nice to see that the
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group reacted with so much
enthusiasm. Afterwards, there
was time for some social drinks
in the basement of the Applied
Physics building.

L

ecture by Digidentity
		 June 18th

Digidentity is a certified Trusted
Third Party (TTP), an impartial
organization that delivers enterprise reliability in digital transactions through commercial
and technical security services.
They are also part of DigiD, the
digital identity of Dutch citizens.
Digidentity visited Delft University of Technology to give a lecture
about their work (among others
about cybersecurity) and the
possibilities for applied physics
students to work at Digidentity.
They received a lot of questions
during and after the talk, a sign
that the talk was well received.

ZURICH
DISNEY RESEARCH

Disney movies and parks
are full of physics. What
exactly? That is what
we wanted to discover
during our visit. p. 14

Z

ETH ZURICH

The best university on
Europe’s mainland and
the workplace of several
Nobel Prize winners
opened its door. p. 14

PSI

Big machines and nano
physics, that is PSI in
short. A very impressive
visit. p. 16

IBM

A visit to the physics
department and zeronoise lab of a worldfamous multinational.
p. 16

AT THE FOOT OF THE ALPS

urich is often mistaken as
the capital of Switzerland.
This is not surprising since it
is Switzerland‘s biggest and
wealthiest metropolis and is known
as the financial and academic
capital of Switzerland. Zurich is a
very vibrant and beautiful city. It is
located at the foot of the mountains
and surrounds a lake and is
therefore the perfect place to go
hiking or swimming. It has a fully
intact historical center, with small
streets and high church towers.
The center stands in contrast with
the edgy West-Züri, which is the
epicenter of Zurich’s nightlife.

While there is enough to discover in
Zurich, our program was packed,
not giving the participants much
free time to explore. However,
this was hardly noticeable, since
the program on itself was a joy
to experience. The beginning of
the Study Tour could not have
been better than having Han Solo
observing us while we learned
all about the rendering needed
to simulate realistic snow in the
well-known movie Frozen. Yes,
we ended up at Disney Research.
We then headed to ETH Zürich,
the famous university with an
excellent track record and which

housed many Nobel laureates.
The participants then dove deep
underground: we were sleeping
in a fallout shelter! Unknown to a
lot of people is that Switzerland is
unique in having enough nuclear
fallout shelters to accommodate
its entire population. So in case
a nuclear war started during our
visit in Zürich we were sure to be
perfectly safe. After this adventurous
night we headed to the Paul
Scherrer Insitute, which was a very
impressive visit. Next up was IBM,
where we visited their zero-noise
lab and got a presentation about
current research in nanoscience.
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Day 1
6 --Study
ZurichTour
After an overnight trip, we arrived at our first visit: the Disney Research center. Here we learned all
about Disney Research projects and we focussed on rendering methods. We then headed towards
ETH to learn about the university and the research performed within the physics department.

Matthieu Bemelmans
Sander Blom
Coen Windmeijer

O

n Monday the 6th of
July, the entire group
gathered in front of the Applied
Sciences building in Delft at
10 pm and we were ready to
leave for the twelve-day Study
Tour through Central Europe.
The following two weeks, we
would visit the cities of Zurich,
Munich, Vienna and Prague.
After an overnight nine-hour
trip, we were dropped off in
the center of 36-degreesCelsius Zurich and headed to
the Disney Research center.
There we were welcomed by
two Disney Researchers who
presented us with an overview

14

of what Disney Research entails
within the huge organization
that was once founded by Walt
Disney himself, as well as actual
projects that were done by the
researchers working at this
office. The first presentation was
about rendering. We discussed
for example the rendering of
snow in the animated movie
Frozen (i.e. how the snow reacts
to physical phenomena such as
light and forces). The second
presentation was about realistic

‘’

...there was some time to get
a good view of the city and
some even took a dive in the
beautiful Lake of Zürich.
representations of artificial
materials
and
movement
of robots. We discussed for
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example how Disney is trying to
cross the uncanny valley with the
face of the robot of Abraham
Lincoln in the Disney Park.
Leaving the research center
behind, we took the shuttle bus
to the beautiful ETH campus,
where we had a short lunch
in the massive mensa, which
was
surprisingly
crowded.
While all the TU Delft students
were on vacation, the Swiss
students were apparently very
busy studying for the upcoming
midterms. When we reached
the physics department of ETH
Zurich, we were greeted by
Regina Moser, who welcomed
us to the building. Professor
Bertram Batlogg gave us a short
introduction of the history and
current state of ETH, explaining
both the campus in the center
and the new campus on
Hönggerberg and the various
studies that are conducted there,
including his own research
group: Physics of New Materials.
His department conducts research in various fields,
including
superconductivity,
thermo-electricity, organic semiconductors and Ge-Si heteroepitaxy. He also explained a
bit about the education system
of the ETH, mentioning how
students have a broad variety of
courses to choose from, more
than elsewhere in Europe. It also

REPORT ZURICH
became apparent that the work
ethic of the students in Zurich is
a bit different from other places.
The most brilliant and hardworking students go there to
study and excel. This quality was
also shown in the subsequent
talk about the Quantum Device
Lab and in the tour of the
physics department. In this tour,
a few master- and PhD-students
of the Physics of New Materials
Group and the Nanophysics
group gave us a quick view of
what research they were doing.
After an interesting tour and
some very well appreciated ice
coffees, we left the ETH campus
for the city center. Luckily, there
was some time to get a good
view of the city and some
participants even took a dive
in the beautiful Lake of Zurich.
Having been able to look
around in the city center, we
gathered with the whole group

to eat at a restaurant called
Holy Cow. After an exhausting
day, the delicious homemade
burgers and fries were a
delight. Hereafter, we left to go
get our luggage and arrived at
the sleeping accommodation.
However, this turned out not
to be your everyday hostel or
hotel, but a nuclear fallout
shelter. The place belonged to

the kanton of Zurich and was
arranged for us by ETH. It had
more than enough comfortable
beds for us to sleep in. Having
slept very little the day before
due to the long bus trip and
knowing we would have a long
day tomorrow, we went to sleep
early.
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Day 2
6 --Study
ZurichTour
Today, we paid a visit to the Paul Scherrer Institute. Afterwards, we visited IBM for a very complete
overview of their work in Zurich. We concluded our day with a barbecue with students of VMP, the
study association for students in physics and mathematics at ETH.

Wouter Bos
Julius van der Meer
Linda Chen

T

he day started with a visit to
the Paul Scherrer Institute
(PSI). PSI is a large international
research center located along
the river Aare in Switzerland,
which was about an hour driving
from Zurich. We got a detailed
introduction of the institute
and the experiments that were
conducted there. Research
fields conducted at PSI involve:
material
science,
particle
physics, biological physics,
nuclear physics and general
energy. Of these research
fields the user lab for nuclear
physics experiments is the most
known to the international
scientific community. Annually,
loads of international scientists
pay a visit to PSI to conduct
their experiments using the
synchrotron light source (Swiss
Light Source).

‘’

The scale of the synchrotron
ring was impressive...
At the location where we were
welcomed, there were quite
some fun setups and objects on
display to keep us entertained.
For example, a periodic table of
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elements containing the actual
elements instead of just text or
pictures and a fitness bike that
could help lift a weight when
used. It resembled a small
version of a science museum
like NEMO back home in the
Netherlands.
After a cup of refreshing coffee
we got a guided tour through
the institute. The scale of the
synchrotron ring was impressive.
It is always exciting to see an
enlarged version of essential
parts that we have used in small
experiments ourselves before
(for instance: large rectangular
columns as waveguides that
work on the same principles as
tiny glass fibers).
The second visit this day was to
IBM. Beforehand, IBM was one
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of the highest anticipated visits
amongst our group of students.
Everyone knows IBM from the
hardware they made, but a
great number of us didn’t know
IBM as the company it is today:
a full grown research institute
executing research in numerous
directions of physics, biology
and computer science.
We started our visit off with a
guide through the basement
of the facility where active ,
vibration and temperature
controlled (up to very high
precision) experiment rooms
were situated.
Due to us being a little
late, we unfortunately had
to rush through the labs
and
experimental
setups.
After that we had some

REPORT ZURICH
refreshments in the form of
coffee and cake. This was in
the same room as a few small
demonstrations of previous
experiments done by IBM. Those
were nice to play around with.
The last part of our visit to IBM
consisted of two presentations.
One was by our host, she had
a talk on research performed
at IBM Zürich and talked about
a famous project on artificial
intelligence
and
cognitive
computing: IBM Watson. Very
interesting!
In the second talk, we got a more
general view of all the research
that is performed at IBM within
the physics department. At
a very high pace, we got an
introduction to each project.
When we were at ETH Zürich, a
professor joked that ‘the social
ETH students look at your feet
while talking with you, in stead
of their own feet’. At the BBQ it
turned out to be quite different,
when we got the chance to
get to know some of them a
little bit better. We had a warm
welcome at the BBQ (pun
intended) and had some lovely
meat and beers. It was a really
nice gesture of the ETH students
and we had some great insights
in the life of a student in Zurich.
It was definitely a nice addition
to our visit to Zurich.
After the BBQ the group split
up. Some went out into the
city, others went back to our
cosy underground shelter to get
some rest after a very busy, but
at the same time very inspiring
day!
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MUNICH
INTEL

A talk and a tour through
Intel gave us a peek in
their circuit development
site. p. 20

M

INTEGRATED
CIRCUIT TESTING

A small but important
Scanning Electron Microscope column developer. p. 20

FRM-II REACTOR

Physics on nano scale
and a pool of blue light!
A very intriguing visit,
with very dedicated tour
guides. p. 22

MAX PLANCK
INSTITUTE

Future physics: all about
nuclear fusion and how
ITER is trying to achieve
it. p. 22

MORE THAN OKTOBERFEST

unich is a city that is often
associated with the rich beer
culture, that comes at a supremum
at the annual Oktoberfest. During
our stay, we were able to see
where this originates, as many of
us visited a traditional Beergarten
to enjoy Bavarian life. Besides this
stereotypical view, Munich showed
us many other faces. The other part
is rich, cultured and sophisticated,
which makes Munich Germany’s
second-most popular destination.
Munich is the home of BMW,
which indicates the lively industry

that centers around the capital of
Bavaria.

The program in Munich was quite
diverse, as we covered both the
cultural and scientific wealth that
the city has to offer. On Wednesday,
we woke up early in the morning
as we had to travel more than 300
kilometres before our morning
program at Intel. In the afternoon,
the bus brought us to Applied
Materials, where we learned more
about electron microscopes. The
second day was a day filled with

high profile research, as both the
FRM-II reactor and the Max Planck
Institute of Plasma Physics stunned
us with the work that is done
there. Saturday and Sunday were
days without company visits, so we
visited the world-famous Deutsches
Museum and the Allianz Arena.
Those who opted not to see Bayern
Munich had a wonderful afternoon
lying on the riverside and strolling
around town. After a group dinner
and party evening, Sunday was the
day we left for Vienna.

Vereniging voor Technische Physica
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Day 3
6 - Munich
Study Tour
Day three was a very busy day! We travelled from Zurich to Munich early in the morning, heading
directly to Intel and Integrated Circuit Testing.

Andrew Dijkhoff
Constantijn Molengraaf
Romy van Es

J

uly the 9th was the day we
left Zurich and travelled to
Munich. Together with two
company visits, it would be
quite a busy day. The alarm
was set to 4:00 am, at 5:00
the shelter was cleaned and
the complete group entered
the bus to start our journey
to Munich. At 10 o’clock
we were expected at Intel.
When we arrived at Intel in
Munich, the huge campus
that contained Intel caught
our eye. It consisted of a very
neat garden surrounded by
several large buildings and
employees heading to several
destinations across the park.

At the reception we were
welcomed by Anna Bevan and
we retrieved our badges. We
all got special Intel-goodiebags
containing lots of promo
material. Anna Bevan is working
as a talent advisor for the Talent
Acquisition team at Intel. She
told us about the opportunities
Intel has for us as possible future
employees and showed Intel’s
enthusiasm for us to join them.
Anna then introduced us to
several of her colleagues,
that elaborated on their work
for several projects. We met
Boris Kapfelsperger, a circuit
designer who also worked at
the component verification
department. He told us about
the cellular modem he is working
with and shared some exciting
news; analog is not dead!

He also told us more about
the job role overview and the
flexibility in functions with the
company.

‘’

The alarm went of,
4:00 AM.

Furthermore, we met Benjamin
Lämmle and Ahmed ElMaghraby who are working as
circuit designers. They informed
us that Intel is the biggest semi
conductor company, but also
showed us the similarities and
difference with life at Intel and
what is taught at university.
That was very interesting for
us as students. They further
presented their work, which
we unfortunately found hard to
comprehend with our physics
background.
However, Intel has given us
a very complete view of the
company and its opportunities
for us as physics students. It
has gathered a broad team of
employees that could share a
lot of expertise with us. We were
received with a warm welcome
and Intels enthusiasm was
contagious!

20
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MUNICH

Coen and Jacco had arranged
some nice sandwiches togo and during the bus trip to
Integrated Circuit Testing (ICT)
we had enough time to finish
them. At 15:00 the second visit
of the day started, including
some nice drinks and snacks
we had a very warm welcome
at ICT, which is part of Applied
Materials, Inc. They specialize
in developing state-of-the-art
Scanning Electron Microscope
columns.
Our visit at ICT started with an
introduction followed by an in
depth explanation of different
types of SEM columns that are
being developed here. ICT
is a small company that has
in total about 50 employees.
Its core businesses are R&D
and operations. After the
introduction, three employees
(Mattias, Michal and Ben)
shared their experiences on
their transition from university to
ICT.
Mattias’ work at ICT involves
a combination of simulations
and labwork. His view on the
difference between university
and industry is that working in
the industry is more focused on
a single topic, project oriented
and timeline defined.

more teamwork, flexibility and
work performed closely with
customers on a project. Michal
feels that you are actually
making a contribution to the
industry.
Ben’s work at ICT involves
performing simulations, experimental work and also project
management. According to
Ben, in industry there is much
more teamwork compared to

university. He explained that he
feels at home working at ICT
and that he sometimes has to
travel for business. Furthermore,
he explained that a person that
works at ICT is not on contract
but he is employed, which
provides him with a stable
environment to build a career.
This is a typical German feature,
which has no equivalent in the
Netherlands.

Michal has received on-the-job
training at ICT. He describes
his colleagues as being very
friendly and always open for
questions.
The
difference
between university and industry
is described by Michal as
follows: in university you are
working
very
individually,
while in industry there is a lot
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Day 4
6 - Munich
Study Tour
We had two visits near the campus of TU Munich on this day, first visiting the FRM-II reactor. In the
afternoon we visited the Max Planck Institute for Plasma Physics.

protected against airplanes
crashing into it, a huge flooding
and heavy earthquakes. The
FRM was even protected against
terrorists that would try to enter
by digging a tunnel. After
having a great tour by our really

‘’

In contrast to the one which
is being made by one of our
committees, this one actually worked.

Hidde van Ulsen
Mario Gély
Robin Gevers

T

he day started of very nicely,
it was a rather sunny day
and since this was the last
day dr. Rieger was with us, he
decided to buy everyone some
ice cream. Entering the FRMII was almost like boarding a
plane. Everyone was checked
carefully by the security whether
they had any weaponry or other
dangerous stuff, of course it
turned out nobody carried
any of these. At the reactor,
we immediately discovered an
object quite well known to us;
a cloud chamber. In contrast
to the one that is being made
by one of our committees,

22

this

one

actually

worked.

The visit at the FRM-II was very
interesting. First we visited the
room where the experiments
with neutrons took place. The
person which gave our tour
was really enthusiastic about
everything in the FRM-II and
told a lot of side stories about
the building. One of those was
about a granite floor, which
had quite a background. The
granite was one batch which
was bought entirely by the FRMII, the granite was 600 million
years old and retrieved from
mountains in Africa. It was the
only material tough enough to
support the setups. Furthermore
he told us about all the security
measures that had been made.
The building turned out to be
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nice tour guide we were ready
to move on to the Max Planck
Institute for Plasma Physics.
Nuclear fusion is the process
that takes place in the sun and
empowers all life on earth. It
results from the simple facts that
the fusion of two ions, deuterium
(H2) and tritium (H3) results
lighter elements, Helium and
a neutron. Harnessing nuclear
fusion in a reactor essentially
comes down to creating a
smaller version of the sun, and
drawing thermal energy from it
in the same way we draw energy
from nuclear fission, that is by
heating water and putting the
steam though a turbine. We were
given a description of the main
challenges that in attempting
this, an endeavor that started in
the 40s. In the sun, the reaction
takes place at high temperature,
but also high pressure due to
the suns mass density. In the

REPORT
lab it is impossible to recreate
these pressures, so extremely
high temperatures have to be
reached if the ions are to go
against Coulomb repulsion and
fuse. The necessary 100 million
degrees is achieved by the
means of a larger version (10
MW version) of the microwave
oven. At this temperature, the
reactive products are reduced
to a plasma, and any contact
with a confining material would
cool it down dramatically and
stop the fusion process.

Therefore, the plasma should
be confined by a magnetic field.
The method implemented in the
Max Planck institute is to use a
tokamak. A representation of
a similar reactor (stellarator)
with the superconducting coils
(in blue) and the resulting
confined plasma (orange) can
be seen in the figure above.
The complexity in the coil shape
is truly striking and resembles a
product of evolution one would
see in nature.

order to extract the necessary
power for the experiments. We
also got information of the
timelines of fusion research as
well as the eventual benefits for
humanity. At the Max-Planck
institute in Munich, they are
investigating the “Tokamak”
which is implemented in the
collected world effort called
ITER. The Tokamak has already
been implemented with success
in 1997, but in a small reactor
that only produced 0.61 times
the energy it took to start the
reaction. ITER should run in 2024
and produce 10 times its input.
But this is still not interesting
as an energy source because
of the huge cost of the plant -ITER is still a proof of principle.

MUNICH

of coal. The reaction is clean,
water as an input, Helium as
an output. And in the case of
an accident, the reaction just
stops instead of getting carried
away as with fission. However,
we already have a very good
fusion reactor called the sun.
In Europe there is a movement
towards making the most of it
rather than trying to get fusion
power. The Netherlands have for
example stopped funding ITER.
Increasingly, interest is rather
coming from China and India. It
is good to see that even though
we were in a research lab, we
still walked away with the big
picture, the technological point
of view but also some economic
and political points.

But foundations are already
being laid for a commercially
viable experiment DEMO due
to run in 2040. The benefits
are great as 40L of water (the
source of Deuterium) and
5g of Lithium (the source of
Tritium through reaction with
the neutrons in the plasma)
produce as much energy as 40T

Starting the reaction by pulling
energy from the electrical grid
would consume as much energy
as half of Munich (400MW), so
energy is accumulated in the
kinetic energy of 220T blocks
of concrete spinning round
at up to 1600 rpm over the
course of months! They then
stop this motion suddenly in
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Day 5
6 - Munich
Study Tour
This Saturday was the first spare day of the study tour. We visited the Deutsches Museum as part of
the cultural program and had an optional visit to the Allianz Arena. A perfect day accompanied with
perfect weather.

Doedo Hazelhoff Heeres
Jacco Teitsma
Koen van Walstijn

J

ust after nine o’clock in the
morning, we were walking
from our hostel via Marienplatz
to the Deutsches Museum. Since
it was a Saturday, no company
visits were planned this day.
This was therefore set out to
be a true holiday. On the way
to the museum we stopped at
the Isatorplatz to make a group
photo.
Most participants agreed that the
short visit to the museum was a
pity, as it might have been more
appropriate to spend a whole
week there! A myriad of different
technologies is showcased,
with their development traced
throughout history. Examples

include aviation, with a large
multitude of jet engines lined
up for comparison, shipping,
with plenty of scale models,
and space exploration, with
comprehensive explanations of
various rocket designs. Besides
these, the museum boasts
numerous exhibits educating
about the development of
physics, chemistry and other
natural sciences. With so much
to see, one could get easily tired,
therefore some of us rested and
enjoyed the comfort of the roof
with its beautiful view over the
German town and the Isar river.
All in all, the museum is a
must-see for every physicist
in our group, if not for every
tourist passing through Munich.
In the afternoon, the group was
split up: a large proportion of

the participants went to the
Bayern football stadium, while
the others enjoyed strolling
around town.

‘’

We could spend a whole
week in the Deutsches
Museum!

The Isar river flows around the
island on which the museum
is located. A part of the group
that did not go to the Allianz
arena, took a swim or a splash
of water to refresh on this warm
day. Apparently, it is common
to do that in Munich and the
riverbanks at some locations
were quite crowded. After the
refreshment some decided
to walk further along the Isar
river until they bumped into the
Maximilianeum, a neo-Gothic
palace.
Crossing the river we saw St.
Luke’s church and sat down for a
Radler beer close to Isatorplatz,
which was served by a waiter
wearing traditional lederhosen.,
which is very typical in Munich.
The visits to an exposition in
the Heiliggeistkirche and the
St. Michael’s church completed
the walk around town, the
latter one while enjoying Yann
Tiersen’s music being played
on the piano at the Neuhauser
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strasse in front of the church.
Strolling around this town with
such nice weather really made
this feel like a holiday!
The other part of the group
spent the afternoon at Bayern
Munich, which is of course an
integral part of the culture and
exposure of Munich! During
the planning of the study tour,
we found out this Saturday the
squad would be presented in
the Arena. Thus, lucky for us,
our initial plan to do a stadium
tour became a full Allianz Arena
experience. The stadium with a
capacity of 75.000 was packed
with mostly families with young
children, leading to a very
pleasant atmosphere at the
stands.
After we found our seats,
which were at the sunny (and
hot!) side of the stadium we
treated ourselves with cold
beers as refreshments. The
program started off with a DJ

partnering up with a pianist to
raise the adrenaline level of
the audience. These musicians
turned out to be DJ Robin Schulz
and the world famous Chinese
pianist Lang Lang.
While the music was still
playing, the players entered the
field one by one. The excitement
within our group raised when
worldfamous players as Xabi
Alonso and Franck Ribery made
their apparence, alongside the
stylish coach Pep Guardiola.
However, everyone - including
Xuan, the brave international
who joined the overexcited

Dutch football fans - screamed
their lungs out for Dutch
favorite Arjen Robben. Though
we were a bit dissapointed
when he only greeted the fans
at the other side of the stadium.
This problem was solved by
shouting “ARJEEEN” to every
other passing player, ballboy
and steward. The day ended
with an exhibition training, after
which we had to head back to
the hostel.
In the evening, everyone got
together again to have a
group dinner. Some having a
preview of Vienna by taking a
‘Wienerschnitzel’, others having
an eating contest ‘who can
finish the dish first (if at all)’ with
a traditional local dish with lots
and lots of meat.
Saturday night a rare event
occured: rather than splitting
into smaller groups, almost
all of the participants went out
together to explore the nightlife
in Munich. On the way there
in the Metro the room to store
luggage was used to store other
goods (…), a sign of what was to
come at the Kultfabrik, which is
a closed area full of nightclubs.
We had fun in several of them
dancing until the sun replaced
the indoor lights.
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VIENNA
UNITED NATIONS		

Being in the lab is one thing, but
making the regulations is another.
Here we learned all about
regulations for nuclear tests and
weapons. p. 30

V

TU WIEN AND IQOQI

A visit to two research groups
connected to TU Wien and one
also part of IQOQI. A great
way to learn about physics with
photons. p. 30

OMV

The biggest oil company of
Austia gave us a great peek into
their oil business and geophysics
in general. p. 32

THE CULTURAL GIANT

ienna was founded by the
Romans in the 1st century AD
as a defensive outpost against
Germanic tribes. During the turn
of the 20th century, Vienna was
a big metropolitan city with a
large ethnic and lingual diversity.

city with a vibrant club scene. It is
a metropolis with many cozy coffee
houses and bistro pubs serving
home-brewed beers and delicious
food. Vienna has a population of
1.8 million, which makes it the 7th
largest city in the European Union.

Nowadays, Vienna is seen as the
city of music with its typical imperial
grandeur. On the other hand,
Vienna is also a dynamic young

We stayed in the Do Step Inn,
enjoyed
delicious
Viennese
breakfasts and went sightseeing
through the whole city on a free

afternoon. During this stay, we
went to the United Nations office
where we attended several lectures
and a tour through the impressive
building. Then, we went to the
TU Wien and the Institute for
Quantum Optics and Quantum
Information, where we got highlevel physics lab tours. The next
day, we visited OMV, one of the
largest companies in Austria.
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Day 6 - Vienna
Study Tour
This day was a bit of a relaxation day. The only activity planned was the bus ride from Munich to
Vienna.

Laurens Janssen
Thijs Moret
Robin Gevers

I

t was 7:45 am, after an
intense night in Munich, this
seemed to be a little early for
some of us. Since today we
had no visits planned, a great
part of the group had decided
to enjoy the nightlife in Munich
the night before. So still quite
sleepy, the group went to the
bus to start our journey to
another great city, Vienna.
The first few hours in the bus
were very quiet as everyone tried
to catch up the lost hours of
sleep. A few hours later, people
started waking up causing the
bus to become more active.
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Some talked to each other,
others read a book, while
some even decided to play a
game of rock, paper, scissors.
Without noticing, the bus
had entered the mountains
of Austria. So when the bus
stopped at a restaurant with an
amazing view, we could see a
huge lake lying between the
mountains, its beauty intensified
by the clear skies and sun.
After some sightseeing and
relaxing in the sun we continued
our journey to Vienna. While
leaving the parking lot, we
spotted a guy standing next
to the road holding a piece of
cardboard on which he had
written ‘Vienna’. Our bus had
some chairs left unused, so we
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decided to take the hitchhiker
with us to Vienna. In the bus he
was asked to tell us something
about the journey he was
making. He just started his
hitchhiking trip, but he already
had met people who were doing
something really amazing. The
people that gave our hitchhiker
his first ride had bought a used
fire truck and were going all
the way to Mongolia to donate
it there. And now his second
ride was in a bus packed
with Dutch physics students!
At 15:30 we arrived at the
hostel in Vienna. Everyone
was now free to explore the
beautiful city of Vienna. At end
of the day everyone went to bed
quite early, tomorrow was going
to be a very busy day with some

really interesting visits planned.

Day 7
6 - Vienna
Study Tour
Busdriver Gerard had a day off, so we took the public transport to visit IAEA, CTBTO, TU Wien and
IQOQI today. From regulation of Atomic Energy to the frontside of Quantum Physics.

Natasja Jovanovic
Jeroen Ohm
Xuan Zheng

T

oday we woke up in Vienna
for the first time, it was
9:30 am when we entered the
United Nations office (UNIS)
where the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) and
the Comprehensive nuclear
Test Ban Treaty Organization
(CTBTO) were located. During
the tour, we learned that over
3700 conferences per year are
held in the office, this means
around ten conferences each
day! Each conference has a few
chairmen and is translated into
6 languages by two translators
per language. This is to avoid

changes in the meaning of
the words of the speaker due
to translation. The translators
work in short shifts of around
2.5 hour, since they need a
lot of preparation time for the
sometimes difficult, and out of
their field orientated, topics.
The shape of the buildings in
the area was really striking. The
buildings have the shape of a
triangle with the sides somewhat
curved to the centre. All offices
are located on the outside of
the building, to maximise the
use of daylight. The middle of
the towers are therefore used for
storage. The centre is located in
Vienna, because the Austrian
government offered to fund the

construction. Austria did this to
show their neutrality to the rest
of the world just after the WWII.
After the tour through the site,
we had two lectures. These
lectures discussed the current
rules in the use of nuclear
technologies. One presentation
showed how nuclear explosion
experiments can be detected
nowadays. We learned that only
eight countries in the world did
not sign the agreement to stop
testing on nuclear weapons.
After a short lunchbreak,
Rauschenbeutel’s group at TU
Wien turned out to be a great
start for our fancy afternoon
of quantum science. We had
a lecture about fiber-based
light-matter interfaces which
make it possible to store fiberguided light in an ensemble of
trapped neutral atoms. Single
photons are attractive carriers
of Quantum Information. Once
produced, they can be reliably
manipulated and can travel
long distances unaffected. But
to save the information and do
further processing, atoms are
needed. That makes this high
-end reseach about fiber-based
light-matter interfaces very
promising and it can help with
the longer distance quantum
information communication.
The very interesting part of this
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research is that they are using
nanofibers
with
diameters
smaller than the wavelength of
the guided light. Those fibres
can be used to trap atoms
because they have high power
in the evanescent field. The
scientists in Rauschenbeutel
Group also fabricate a bottle
microresonator which is a
whispering-gallery mode resonator. It sort of looks like a bottle
and it’s quite different from the
resonator we already know
since this bottle microresonator
can be used to trap atoms.
The most exciting part was
that we went to the lab to see
the fabrication of nanofibers. It
was amazing that we were so
close to the probably thinnest
handmade fibres in the world.
These nano-devices are really
challenging the future like we
always try to do in Delft.
Our last educational stop for the
day was a visit at the Zeilinger
group, which is part of IQOQI,
the Institute for Quantum Optics
and Quantum Information
in Vienna. Zeilingers group
is known for their research
in the fundamental aspects
and applications of quantum
entanglement
of
photons.

Postdoc Mehul Malik gave a
talk to introduce the several
experiments which are currently
preformed in Zeilingers group
and of which a few were
highlighted during the lab visits:
multi-particle
entanglement,
quantum imaging and longdistance entanglement.

‘’

These photons cross a
distance of three kilometres
across Vienna to a vineyard.
As physics students we are
not unknown with entangled
photons, but what about
entanglement of two particles
with a very high difference in
the quantum number? Our
first lab visit showed that this is
possible with the use of photons
that carry high orbital angular
momentum, which results in
very nice pictures that can be
seen with a laser imaged on a
CCD camera.
Our next lab visit showed a
practical example of using
entangled photons. Usually,
when one would like to make
a picture of an object you have
to make sure that you capture
the photons that reflect of the
surface of your object. Without

these photons you would not
be able to take a picture. However, as is usually the case,
the quantum world has some
surprises up its sleeve. Using
quantum entanglement, it is
possible to obtain an image
exclusively with photons that
did not interact with object of
interest, while the photons that
are passing through the object
are never detected. Fascinating!
It would be like pointing your
camera completely opposite
from your object and still get the
picture that you wanted.
After the visits to the optics labs
we climbed up the roof of the
building. Here Zeilingers group
is performing long distance
quantum entanglement encoded in the orbital angular
momentum of the photons.
These photons cross a distance
of three kilometres across
Vienna to a vineyard. We could
actually see the communication
going on and the whole group
got excited seeing the laser
flicker back from the vineyard.
Overall the visit made a great
impression and it was nice to
see research on such a high
level.
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Day 8
6 - Vienna
Study Tour
The big oil company OMV was on the program for today, as well as a nice afternoon to explore Vienna.
Including what girls do on a free afternoon and what boys do on a free afternoon.

Mark de Kruijff
Marianne Teng
Floris van der Gronden

T

he day started with once
again entering our bus, with
which our Gerard would bring
us to the next company of the
study tour: OMV. The company,
formerly Österreichische Mineralölverwaltung, received us
warmheartedly. After we had
gone through the security check
and all of us got our name
badges, we went to one of the
rooms on the first floor where
we would learn more about the
company. First, Jozsef Orosz
would give us an introduction
and explain why OMV is
the centre of excellence for
geophysics. Subsequently, Tim
Allan gave a presentation on his
previous work for OMV; from
physics to geophysics. Then
Benjamin Loidt talked about
the graduate program, which is
available at OMV and he had
participated in.

OMV ended the visit with inviting
us to a magnificent lunch during
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which we had the possibility to
ask further questions about their
presentations and how it is to
work at OMV.

‘’

...a very nice lunch resulted
in very happy faces...

Jozsef Orosz, who graduated
at the university of Miskolc in
Hungary, welcomed us at OMV
and gave us some general
information. OMV is in the top
30 of biggest oil companies,
it is a midsize company and
for more than 50% owned by
the Austrian and Abu Dabi
government. It concentrates on
both gas and oil and on both the
upstream and the downstream
of these resources. Its strategy is
to concentrate on upstream and
optimize the downstream. OMV
also looks into alternative fuels,
that are more sustainable than
oil and gas. It was emphasized
that OMV is not a research
company, but they do look
into the application of new
technologies.
After we were given an
introduction into OMV as
a company, we received an
explanation about geophysics.
It is a relatively new discipline,
which estimates the geology
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of the ground. Within OMV it
is used to image or model an
area which can not directly be
accessed to search for oil, for
example estimating from air
or on the bottom of an ocean
beforehand whether oil can be
found here. These analyses are
done with for example ground
penetrating radars or streamers
on sea.

Secondly Tim Allen took the
stage and with success. His
story appealed to us a lot since
he was originally a physicist.
Currently he is a geophysicist
at OMV and he showed us
of the importance a physicist
can make within OMV and
in what sense. He mainly
focused his talk on the imaging
of subterranean surfaces in
search for resources like oil and

REPORT VIENNA
gas. Several techniques were
discussed among one was firmly
mindblowing. With the use of
two satellites flying in the same
direction some distance apart
from each other. Changes in
the pull of gravity due to density
difference from other ground
compositions cause a tiny
increase or decrease in distance
between the satellites. Tracking
this increase or decrease can
reveal the presence of specific
resources.
Now it was the turn of Benjamin
Loidt to talk about his first three
years with OMV. He studied
geophysics in Vienna, after
which he started the graduate
program available at OMV.
He really liked it due to a lot of
factors, which he was pleased
to share with us.
In his year, there were 15
different nationalities in a
group total of 126 graduates.
This makes it very interesting
and lively to work with each
other. The program consists of
two classroom modules and a
lot of on-the-job training. You
can also choose to encounter
some individual training, if this
is required. When you start a
graduate program at OMV, a
mentor will be assigned to you.
This mentor will do quarterly
reviews with you to evaluate
your work and to get the best out
of you. Department rotations
result into a dynamic work
environment where you learn
a lot from the people around
you. At the end of the graduate
program, you will have to
make a business plan as a test.
At the end Benjamin told about
some of the projects he worked

on, like AVO Austria, and about
his nine months “abroad” work
as an exploration physicist in
New-Zealand.
After the interesting presentations, we were invited to get
some lunch with the company.
An inspiring environment and
a very nice lunch resulted in
very happy faces on all of the
participants of our study tour.
This lunch was also a perfect
opportunity to blend in with
some of the people who work at
OMV and ask some questions
of how it is to work at OMV.
This really concluded the visit
to OMV and made it a very
inspiring and interesting visit.
After the very nice lunch at
OMV, all of the participants
of the study tour had a free
afternoon in Vienna. Because
this was not a plenary session
of some kind, we will provide
you with three (short) different
ways this afternoon was spend.

GIRLS WILL BE GIRLS
One way to spend the
afternoon was to just wander
around in the beautiful centre
of Vienna. We took the Ubahn
to Stephansplatz, from where
we walked in the direction of
the Museumquartier, passing
some impressive buildings
like the Sisi museum. After the
museumquartier we went to
the Naschmarkt, Vienna’s most

popular market. There you can
buy food from all over the world
and there are a lot of small
restaurants. We tasted a lot of
delicious food and had dinner
at a really good sushi restaurant

BOYS WILL BE BOYS
Instead of sightseeing, a part of
the group decided to relax on a
complete different way. After a
long search to the perfect ball,
we encountered a small playing
field which perfectly suited our
needs. The group was split
in two teams and the match
began. After an exhausting
match with an end score of 1311 the teams fused and went to
eat curry at an Indian restaurant.
And lastly the visit to the
Schönbrunn in Vienna. This is
a beautiful palace just outside
the city centre with a very large
terrain around it. While it is
expensive to enter the actual
palace, it is free to enter (most
of) the grounds around it, which
is just a very large park. The
park ends with a hill where a
lengthy climb results in a nice
view of the city of Vienna.
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PRAGUE
SIEMENS

A visit to the R&D center
of automation in Prague.
p. 37

GSA

The European counterpart of the well-known
American GPS system.
p. 37

ONR

PTC

A mix between physics
and medics: Europe’s
biggest facility in cancer
treatment with protons.
p. 38

At the American embassy,
we
learned
about the cooperation
of physicists and the
American military. p. 40

CITY OF WONDER

P

rague was founded in 1306
BC. After that, the city has
grown to be one of the most
important ones of Europe. It was
a seat for trading merchants, it
has been the ruling city of the
holy Roman empire (stretching out
from Holland to France, Poland
and Slovenia) and it has been the
third largest city of Europe (after
Rome and Constantinople) for a
long time. Nowadays, Prague has
a beautifully preserved historic
center, which is quite marvelous
itself already. It is listed as one of
Unesco’s world heritage sites. Also,
the price of a beer is about half of

Dutch prices. It is not surprising that
Prague has been ranked as the fifth
most visited European city. Prague
houses about 1.3 million people,
although another, 8 million people
visit this city each year.
Our hostel was in the center of
Malá Strana, one of the oldest
parts of Prague. From there, the
city center was easily accessible
and we had a nice view on the
castle. Also, there were a lot of
restaurants in this district.

city center. Afterwards, we visited
G.S.A., short for the European
Global
Navigation
Satellite
Systems Agency, and the Proton
Therapy Center. The next day,
we visited the Office of Naval
Research and Bohemia Interactive
Studios, a company that designs
training simulations for military
purposes.
Lastly, we were able to explore
Pragues nightlife and to conclude
our journey with a great party with
the whole group!

During our stay in Prague, we
visited Siemens, just outside the
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Day 9
6 - Prague
Study Tour
After 9 days of company visits, cultural visits and bus trips, this was the first sport activity! Rafting on
the Sazava river in the greenland of Czech.

Emma Gründeman
Stephan van Kleef
Willemijn Pols

T

his day we left at 8.30 am
for Prague. After a few hours
of driving we found ourselves
in a small Czech village that
wasn’t adapted for any visitors
or tourists, except for the one
thing many of the participants
had been looking forward to
for many days: a canoeing/raft
facility. The program booklet
had promised an exciting
afternoon of rafting, including a
fancy picture. We had counted
ourselves lucky because of
the lack of rain during the last
week but this actually appeared
to be a small turn-down as
the water level of the river
was too low for rafting and
canoing was our best option.

Because of the lack of flow, you
got to know your boat buddy
quite well; since no current
meant that we actually had to
accelerate the canoe ourselves.
For some people, this turned
out to be a slight problem,
especially because this also
meant that we had to steer the
canoe. This made the length
of the canoeing trip about 2
times longer for them. On the
other hand, they did reach
the expert level in canoeing
backwards and making 360’s.
As we reached the first dam
we noticed how shallow the
water was. As the first people
slid through the opening a
few of them toppled over
resulting in the first people in
the water! After that people

After a boat handling 101 from
the rental guy and warnings
about the quite waterless
second and fourth dam, we split
into groups of two to each get a
canoe into the water. We were
told to just follow the current
of the river, but because of the
little rain there hardly appeared
to be one, which made a part of
the group convinced to paddle
into the wrong direction. After
we worked that out we started
our trip down the river.
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got pushed in the water, fell
in the water by accident or
just took a dip themselves
as it was pretty hot today!
When stopping to get a beer,
we realized you needed cash
and not plastic to pay at the
local bars. Instead of lazily
bringing the canoe back in
the water by foot some of
us decided to slide down on
land and then in the water!
Although the rafting turned
out to be canoeing on a
river with no current, it was
a very fun experience, just
what everyone needed after
several days of company visits!
At the end of the afternoon,
we arrived in our hostel in the
beautiful city of Prague.
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Day 10 - Prague
With three visits today, this is surely one of the highlights of the tour. Starting at Siemens in the morning, visiting GSA during lunch and finally the Proton Therapy Center.

Martijn Nagtegaal
Tjeerd van Aalst

T

hursday the 16th of July we
woke up early at 7:00 am for
a busy day in Prague with three
visits. After a 30 minutes ride to
the west with the bus we arrived
around 9:00 at Siemens, our
first visit of the day. We were
welcomed with some delicious
cookies and a presentation
about Siemens in Prague. We
learned that Siemens manufactures a whopping 6000
electromotors a day in the
Czech Republic. The office
we visited housed one of their
Corporate Technology centers
where they do R&D in 4 areas:
railway automation, industrial
automation (PLCs), traffic light
systems and process industry

systems (mostly sensors). Most
of this is software development,
but they also do some hardware
development and testing and
provide certification (also for
their own products). After the
presentation we split in groups
for a guided tour through their

facilities. Among other things,
we were shown a prototype
of a special electric motor
that was being developed.
Around 11:00 we left Siemens
and went to a bus parking
next to the Generali football
stadium for a short break. Some
participants decided to spend
the 30 minutes sunbathing in
the grass, while another group
went off to get lunch at a nearby
McDonald’s. After the break we
took the bus and were dropped
off at the doorstep of GSA in
downtown Prague, where the
bus driver caused a small traffic
jam because he couldn’t park
the bus anywhere so he had to
stop in the middle of the street.
We entered the building of GSA
(European Global Navigation
Satellite
Systems
Agency)
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around 12:00 and were kindly
welcomed by Peter Buist, a TU
Delft Aerospace Engineering
graduate who now works for
the agency. After showing our
passports and passing through
the security scan we entered the
‘lobby’ of the GSA office where

presentations during the study
tour, this was definitely one of
the most interesting. There were
40 seats in the room, arranged
along the outside of a giant
hollow
square
conference
table, complete with individual
microphones and many big

a giant 1:2 scale model of one
of the Galileo satellites hung
suspended from the ceiling.
When everyone had entered
the building Peter led us into
the conference room. Of all the
places where we had attended

screens for presentations. The
walls of the room were black
and decorated with tiny lights,
like stars in the night sky, and in
the center of the room a giant
globe decorated with a map
of the northern hemisphere

emerged from the ceiling.
In the conference room Peter told
us everything about the GSA in
general and also a little bit about
how the Galileo system works.
The GSA is the agency that
controls and manages Galileo,
the European counterpart of
the well-known American GPS
system. The system is expected
to be fully operational in 2020;
and already 8 of the planned
30 satellites are in orbit. One
of the unique features of the
Galileo system is that it can also
receive and locate emergency
(SOS) signals. We also learned
about
some
unexpected
applications of GNSS such
as its use for accurate
timing
in
high-frequency
trading, power networks and
telecommunications
systems
and about the possibility to
use Galileo’s accurate signal
for lane determination on
highways. Another interesting
application used a UAV to
measure the reflection of GNSS
signals to monitor soil moisture
for agricultural use.
Around 15:00 we left the GSA
office and walked back to the
parking place next to the station
where the bus was waiting for
us. The bus driver took us to our
third and final visit of the day,
located in the northern part of
Prague. We visited the brand
new Proton Therapy Center,
which has only been in use
since 2012.
We were welcomed by a female
operator who had completed
a medical physics degree and
was now working at the PTC.
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She gave us a presentation in
a tiny hot room; fortunately the
content was very interesting.
We learned that their cyclotron
has a special energy selection
system to ensure that their beam
consists of protons with a very
specific energy, around 230
MeV (corresponding to a Bragg
peak at 32 cm). This range
can be reduced using a special
range modulation wheel. The
beam can also be focused very
well into a so-called pencil
beam with a spot size of a
few mm diameter, allowing
precise 3D irradiation of a
tumor with minimal damage to
surrounding healthy tissue. After
the presentation the researcher
showed us around the medical
facilities in the building. There
were rooms with MRI and CT
scanners, three proton therapy
rooms with rotatable beams
(gantries) and one fixed-beam
room, which was mostly used
for experiments. Unfortunately
we could not see the cyclotron.
We did however, get a look
behind the scenes in one of the
rotatable beam rooms revealing
a giant cavern spanning three
floors, filled with all the rotation
and beam steering machinery.

Tired and baked after such a
long hot day we all returned
to our hostel around 18:00.
When everyone had refreshed
theirselves, money for dinner
was handed out and several
groups left for the city. That
night some participants joined

a pub-crawl culminating in the
infamous Karlovy Lázne a.k.a.
the five-story club, an old spa
turned into the largest night
club in Central Europe!

Back in the bus Anton told
the group everything about
the European grant system
Horizon 2020, as mentioned at
GSA, and the Dutch Veni Vidi
Vici grants, which surprisingly
turned into a very interesting
topic. After sharing some
of his personal experiences
with applying for grants we
unfortunately had to say
goodbye to Anton, since he had
to take the plane the next day.
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Day 11
6 - -Study
Prague
Tour
The Office of Naval Research and a Virtual Battle Space producing company. What a wonderful last
day.

Thijs van de Mortel
Marc van den Berg

T

oday, we have visited the
Office of Naval Research
(ONR) and Bohemia Interactive
Studios. We started off with ONR
which was at a five minutes’ walk
from our hostel. It was situated
alongside the American embassy, in an American cultural center. Mister John C.
Zimmerman welcomed us
inside this old, but beautifully
renovated, building. We took
place in one of their lecture
halls, where Mr. Zimmerman
elaborated on ONR.
ONR is an entity that tries to
connect scientists and distribute
information that can be helpful
to the American military. For
example, they keep close
contact with universities all over
the world, to be able to bring
expertise to the United States of
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America. ONR has a very open
way of working, where there is
no secrecy. In this regard it is
very different from DARPA,
the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency, which is
responsible for the development
of emerging technologies for
use by the military.
There are several international
offices of ONR around the
world, situated in Tokyo,
Singapore, Sao Paolo and
Santiago, London and Prague.
The office in Prague was
opened to establish presence
within Eastern Europe. Prague is
a city from where one can easily
reach a great part of Europe.
ONR in Prague is currently
staffed by three persons.
However, collaborations with,
for example, Holland are also
established, where they work
with TNO (also connecting
people
and
knowledge).
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Some of the research topics and
upcoming technologies that
ONR has been working on are
solar wind, graphene, plasma
physics, the free electron laser
and a rail gun. Decisions upon
which technology to invest
in are made in consultation
with “Washington” (i.e. the
government). Part of the
decision is made by measuring
the effectiveness of evolving
technologies. It is now mostly
done by counting the amount
of produced publications while
doing research into the evolving
technologies.
One of the main objectives right
now for the navy is coming up
with a way to keep petroleum in
its place in constantly heaving
ships. However, in the future,
the goal is to build “green
ships”, as the Pentagon is now
one of the biggest consumers of
petroleum.

REPORT PRAGUE

physics knowledge is needed
to make a good model. After
the presentations, we got to
go upstairs to the development
team, whom we could ask
questions on what they were
working on, like strategic
training in VBS and bomb
attacks. (Meanwhile, most of
them were assaulting each other
with Nerf guns.) Finally, we got
to actually step into VBS and
control a plane or a helicopter,
which most of us were not very
good at, through an Oculus Rift.
After visiting ONR, we left for
our last company visit. After
a half an hour walk through
(really hot) Prague and a quick
Subway lunch, we arrived at
Bohemia Interactive Studios
(BIS). We were welcomed in
the basement of the building
in a bar where we could cool
down a bit while listening to
an introduction about how BIS
started with modern war games
like Operation Flashpoint and
ARMA and later on started
creating war simulations that
could be used by the military
rather than gamers.

Then, we heard about the
sound effects in VBS. The sound
department, consisting of one
person, uses sounds recorded
by themselves and bought
sounds. For instance, a washing
machine sound was used as
the sound in a navy vessel!
Then the third talk was about
the physics in VBS. Some things
can be harder to simulate as
you would eventually think, like
ropes and snow. Quite some

In the evening we went for a
last dinner with the group in a
traditional Czech restaurant,
including
an
inspirational
speech by Natasja and
entertaining all the other
people in the restaurant with
our
“Physicalied”
(Physics
song). Afterwards, we went into
Prague’s extensive night life one
last time with the entire group to
end the study tour on a fantastic
note.

The product BIS is working on is
called VBS, Virtual Battle Space,
which is, according to the talk
“the best training tool up until
the boom”. It was added that
even though they could make
it as realistic as possible, it
would not be able to replace
training by actually going into
the field, but it is much better
than the training methods
used before VBS was adapted.
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Epilogue Professors
Anton Akhmerov

I went to the study trip without
clear expectations: I never
heard about it before, the idea
sounded curious, but I didn’t
know how it would play out.
Fortunately, to me it turned out to
be enlightening in many senses.
It gave me the first chance in
my career to learn about work
environment of colleagues in
other areas. Ranging from
running an accelerator and to
developing computer graphics.
I was also happy to see that the
students were motivated and
curious to participate.
Talking with them I had a chance
to learn about the study process
and activities of the VvTP directly
and informally. I hope that also
my comments about what we
saw were useful.
Overall I think the study
trip fulfills its purpose: it
gives interested students an
opportunity to learn about a
broad range of applications of
physics inside and outside of
academia, as well as to get to
know the professors from the
department.

Ronald Hanson

When the study tour committee
of the VvTP asked me to join
them on their trip, I unfortunately
found out that I had several
other obligations in this period.
Luckily there was one destination
in the trip that exactly matched
my own agenda: Vienna!
In fact, I wanted to visit the
group of Anton Zeilinger in
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the summer to talk about our
mutual experiments to the Bell
inequalities (a race that we won
in the summer eventually :) ).
I also visited the Atom Institut
with the group, where I know
several colleagues.
The part of the journey that
I have taken part in was well
arranged by the committee:
tight schedule but still enough
flexibility, and even snacks at
the right time. The Atom Institut
also did its best with a general
introduction followed by visits
to the labs. The organisation
was less structured at the
Zeilinger group, it took some
time to start the introduction
presentation, but the visits to the
labs, including the telescope,
were nice. It is tricky to make
it interesting for all students as
they are in very different phases
of the study, but Delft students
are assertive enough to ask
questions about the physics
even if they don’t understand it.
What I really liked was to see the
reactions of the students at the
tours, to be able to give more
background and to be able to
have a talk in the evening about
the visits and ultimately about
much more while enjoying
several drinks. A great success
as far as I’m concerned!

Bernd Rieger

This summer I first experienced
the phenomenon called study
tour. I had never heard of such
a thing and during my studies at
TU Munich we did not have such
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activities for students. Looking
back I would have appreciated
such a chance as a student. It
definitely broadens your world,
because when else does a
student have the opportunity to
have a peak inside companies
and research institutes?
Later, during my scientific
career such visits became
more ordinary, nevertheless I
very much enjoyed the visits
during the study tour. I have
participated during the first half
of the total program and have
seen Zurich and Munich. There,
I also had the possibility to meet
old study friends during the
evening hours – that was a lot
of fun and unfortunately long
parties with students are not
made for me anymore.
I was very surprised how well
the study tour was organized,
because there were never any
students that were late or had a
silly excuse. This has made my
experience with students more
positive then during lecture
hours. Maybe it was because the
students on the study tour were
selected for their motivation?
Also, this may explain why
suddenly at some moments all
the students collectively put on a
tie! For me a very surprising act
of putting on a uniform, however
according to my colleagues
this was a very typical “Delft
student” thing to do. Finally, I
also learned one odd thing: that
mature students being treated
ice-cream become as thrilled
as my small children!

CLOSING REMARKS PRESIDENT

Epilogue President

Natasja Jovanovic
All stories have been told,
memories have been refreshed
and each funny moment has
been shared. Reaching the end
feels bittersweet, such as was
the case at the end of our Study
Tour in July. Looking back, it
feels only like yesterday and at
the same time also long ago.
The Study Tour was truly a
memorable experience, one

for which a lot of different
people
have
contributed.
Dear committee without your
great effort, eye for detail and
determination we would not
be able to look back to such
a great success. It has been
an intense two weeks and they
would not have been the same
without the fantastic group of
students and professors that
have accompanied us. Thank
you all for your inexhaustible
enthusiasm! All the visits, the

long hours in the bus, the hot
days, the great nights were lively
experiences because of you.
And each of these moments are
worth remembering.
It is impossible to capture each
moment and feeling on paper.
However, we hope that with this
book memories can be kept alive
and that warm feeling will linger
for a while, such that even after
years you can still remember the
joy of this summer.
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Colophon
This final report has been put together entirely by the Study Tour 2015 committee with the use
of reports written and pictures taken by the participants of the journey. We would like to thank
everyone for their contributions and efforts.
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